Dimensions:
Height 10ft & Dia: 5ft
Weight: 2200 Kg

Water ATM
Ring Structure: Rugged and tamper proof structure

Salient Features: Automated water dispensing unit, 24x7 access, Solar Powered, Cloud connected, RFID Card based transaction, Pay-per-use Transactions, Remote/Online tracking of each transaction, Quality Sensors,

Benefits:
- Capable of online tracking of user/transaction level information and quality of water dispensed
- Designed to ensure price transparency at the last mile and enables user-directed subsidy feature
- Facilitates greater community reach and better capacity utilization through a hub and spoke approach
- Serves areas which have no power or piped water supply

Condition for Installation: Needs 25 sq. ft space for installation and is installed over a base foundation
Dimensions(WxDxH):
1.5 ft x 1.4 ft x 2.5 ft
Weight: 15 – 20 kg

Water ATM
Wall mounted: Modular design with varied tank capacity

Salient Features:
Automated water dispensing unit, 24x7 access, Solar Powered, Cloud connected, RFID Card based transaction, Remote/Online tracking of each transaction, Quality Sensors, Pay-per-use Transactions

Condition for Installation:
Requires a room with concrete wall for ATM installation and stable roof for placing water tank
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